
FIELD SERVICE MANAGEMENT  (FSM)

Your one-stop 

shop for critical 

task management 

within a single go.

Take out the guesswork for your 
field operations teams and 
safeguard your production base.

Optimized by the cloud, W Energy’s Field Service 
Management solution digitizes traceability of your 
field resources and vendors, and does away with 
time-consuming tedious field task prioritization 
processes, improving your overall productivity and 
accelerating your pathway to accurate compliance.

W Energy FSM Competitive Features:

Uber-style task and workorder broadcasting

Grid and Gantt planning views for foremen, planners

and dispatchers

Just-in-time dispatching for employees and vendors

Break-ins and critical work order handling

Prioritize when and where you

are most needed.

With W Energy FSM, field

leaders self-configure task

workflow, track responses to

completion, and capture all

associated data, including

vendor and cost, in one place.
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Stay ready and optimize your e�ciency against rapidly changing

priorities with the industry’s most robust digital field service

management solution.

Business Value-Added Benefits 

include:

World-class capabilities:

Leverage our intuitive mobile app to

gather data, execute tasks, collaborate

across teams, and collect geo-fenced

data.

Redefine optimal task and vendor

performance with integrated analytics,

tasks, SCADA alarms, inventory and

production data.

Increase visibility and transparency of labor crew

work by 300%.

Gain up to 95% cost and resource transparency

across your enterprise.

Reduce over 60% of compliance costs.

Eliminate the need for manual tools such as

spreadsheets and grease books.

Reduce IT costs and consolidate applications by

eliminating multiple point solutions.

Schedule and dispatch complex jobs

optimized for many factors such as

resource skill, availability, location,

task priority, and more.

Integrate critical source systems – EAM,

SCADA, GIS and more - into one single

pane of glass.

We saw an increase in contract 

labor documentation by 

Leading E&P Operator 

in Permian Basin

Customer

Outcomes

300%
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